ORDERING CUSTOM LM, DL, IV, or UF Probes
New Orders: We welcome orders for custom microdialysis and ultrafiltration probes. In order to save time and avoid confusion we
have created this form to assist you in correctly specifying the dimensions of such custom probes. This form is for order custom
Linear Microdialysis (LM), Dialysis Loop (DL), IV microdialysis probes, or Ultrafiltration (UF) probes. If you want to order custom
brain (BR) probes, please request a copy of our “Ordering Custom Brain Probes and Guides” form.
The dimensions you specify here will be used by BASi to manufacture your custom probe. Please submit your purchase order with
this form, we will refer to your PO for the number of packages ordered (LM, DL, and UF probes are sold in packages of six probes, IV
probes are sold in packages of three.) Note: Once production has begun, there is a 100% cancellation penalty for canceled
custom probe orders. Custom probes are not returnable or refundable. Your signature on this form signifies your acceptance
of these specifications and terms.
Repeat Orders: If you are reordering exactly the same custom BASi probes as before, in the space below please also enter the lot
number from the previous package of the desired custom probes. We will compare the dimension of your previous custom order with
the information you have entered below, and will notify you if there are any discrepancies.
Customization Options: Different probes types have different probe customization options. For example, on LM and DL probes,
both the membrane length, and the length of the attached inlet/outlet tubing may be modified (longer inlet/outlet tubing lengths will
increase the price). Standard LM I/O tubing length is 25 cm/side, standard DL tubing length is 15 cm/side. On UF probes, the
membrane length, the number of membrane loops (< 4), and the length of the attached outlet tubing may be modified (ask about
price). In contrast, on the IV probe, the only custom option is that the web mesh be left loose and not bonded to the probe. For the IV
probe you must also specify whether you want them with a 5 or 10 mm membrane. In the box below, please specify which probe style
you are ordering, and then fill in the parameters appropriate for that style probe. If you have any questions about any of these
parameters, ask BASi before you order! Be sure to take noted whether length units are cm or mm.
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Custom Probe Type Desired (check one): __ LM __ DL __IV __UF Reorder Lot # _____
LM and DL Options:
Total Membrane Length*: __________mm. Inlet/Outlet tubing length**: _____________cm
UF Probe Options:
Total Membrane Length per loop:____________cm. Inlet/Outlet tubing length: __________cm
IV Probe Option: Do not bond web mesh for suturing to the probe : Yes or No (Circle one)
5 or 10 mm membrane length (Circle one)
Notes: __________________________________________________________
Your Name: _______________________________________ Phone: _____________________________
Company/University _________________________________ E-mail ______________________________
City ___________________________ State_____________________________ Country ________________
Is your purchase order attached? Yes or No
Purchase order or Credit Card # __________________________
Signature _____________________________________ Today’s Date _____________________________
* Minimum total membrane length for LM Probes is 3 mm, and 1 cm for DL and UF Probes
** The maximum tubing length available on LM Probes in 50 cm/side, though we suggest shorter lengths to minimize back pressure.
Custom Probe orders will not be processed without this form and a purchase order (or credit card). Mail or Fax this to BASi Order Dept. 2701 Kent
Ave., West Lafayette IN, 47906 USA. Fax# 765-497-1102, All orders for custom probes are subject to approval by BASi. Custom manufactured
items will be produced to the specified nominal dimensions within the quoted lead time.

